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OP-EDS
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✅CLOSING ARGUMENT
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❌PRESS CONFERENCE
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OP-EDS
600-800 WORDS*

*General rule. Can be much longer.



WHY DO OP-EDS MATTER?
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Your op-ed 

Mayor retweet

KQED interview

CalMatters article

@Organization

Testimony at gov’t hearing

Change in policy!

POWER OF YOUR EXPERTISE
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“I saw the piece in the Sun 
Times -- we’ve gotta do 
this.” - Former Chicago 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel



BEST PRACTICES THAT EDITORS WANT TO SEE
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ELEMENTS OF A STRONG OP-ED

💡 novel “never-saw-it-that-way” ideas
📌 focus on one big point
✍ great “can’t-put-it-down” writing
🤠 full of personality
💗 more stories, fewer statistics
📢 promotes the issue, not the author
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��Novel “never-saw-it-that-way-before” ideas
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��Focus on one big point
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✍ Great “can’t-put-it-down” writing
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��Full of personality
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�� More stories, fewer statistics
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��Promotes the issue, not the author



Promotes the issue, not the author
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HOW TO WRITE + SUBMIT AN OP-ED
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STRUCTURE OF A STANDARD OP-ED

1. Enter with a personal story (author’s own or someone related to the issue)
2. Clearly state your main argument in language that pops
3. Back up your argument with 2-3 pieces of evidence or quotes from experts
4. Paint a picture of what would be different or better if your argument won
5. Counter any opposition messaging that you’d expect skeptics to ask about
6. Draw to a conclusion, repeat your main argument again and possibly tie 

back to the personal story from the start



Before putting in all the 

time to writing an op-ed, 

you can test-run the idea by 

the editors at the outlet you 

most want to publish it. 

They’ll give you a sign 

about whether or not 

they’re interested.

Steps to submitting an op-ed

1. Pre-pitch editor at ⭐ 
outlet before you write 
(optional)

● 600-800 words

● Novel

● Focused

● Writing

● Personality

● Stories

● Not self-promotional

2. Draft op-ed ⌨ & make 
sure it includes the 
elements of a strong 
op-ed 

Although it’s ok for very 

timely op-eds, it’s messy to 

submit 1 op-ed to multiple 

outlets at the same time. 

Rank your choice and 

submit to the top choice 

and so on.

3. Submit op-ed to 1⃣ 
outlet at a time

Editors are swimming in 

op-eds so give them some 

time to really read yours. 

Then, if an editor at 1 outlet 

says no or doesn’t respond, 

chances are that an editor 

at another outlet will say 

yes so just pitch to your 

next top choice.  

4. Follow up on email with 
op-ed editor after 48 hours 
🗓 and then submit to next 
outlet if it’s a pass
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ANY 
QUESTIONS?



YES, OP-EDS CAN BE POWERFUL.

But.

THERE ARE GOOD REASONS TO SKIP THE OP-ED.
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⏳ soooo time-consuming

☔ it’s raining op-eds on editors

🤝 many op-eds are commissioned

🎤 your work may not translate to op-ed 
speak



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR
50-200 WORDS
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ANY 
QUESTIONS?



EDITORIAL BOARD MEMO
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ANY 
QUESTIONS?


